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And How to Install Them

ow do you install flat, rectangular stones on a curved
surface? Slate roofs on rounded turrets and domes
are incredibly beautiful. But is it hard to install these
types of roofs? How is it done?
The building shown in the top photo, built in 1889, is known
as the Oberlin (Ohio) Gasholder. Remnants of the date, inscribed
into the Vermont sea green slate roof with Vermont purple slates,
still adorn the roof, but the roof is in dire need of repair. How many
roofing contractors are up to the task of repairing or replacing the
slate on a round turret?
The new slate roof in the left photo is located in Stirling, central Scotland, and installed by Dave O’Hare. The turret slates are
Cupa heavy Spanish slates with English Burlington blue-grey random slates on the main roof. Note the “shouldered” slates (i.e. top
corners cut off) and the diminishing widths as the slate climbs the
turret. Rounded slate roofs require more time and more attention
to detail, but they pay off in beauty and durability.
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AN INDISPENSIBLE RESOURCE, THE

SLTE ROOF BIBLE
Currently in the 3rd edition (2016)
by Joseph Jenkins
Available at SlateRoofWarehouse.com

Award Winner (1st edition): National Roofing Contractors
Association Gold Circle Award
2004 Award Winner: Writers Notes Reference Book of the Year
2004 Finalist: Foreword Magazine Book of the Year
2004 Finalist: Independent Publisher Book Awards
2004 Honorable Mention: Writers Digest International SelfPublished Book Awards

WRITER’S NOTES BOOK AWARDS:"The Slate Roof Bible was the
first book to grab our attention and hold it. It's more than
just a handbook. It's a great read and a thorough reference
volume in one."
WRITER’S DIGEST: "The author's obvious love for the subject
comes through in all aspects of the book, from the text's
dense information to the scores of wonderful photos
throughout the book. The craftsmanship of the book itself
is very professional. All in all, a very good read."
RCI (ROOF CONSULTANTS INSTITUTE) INTERFACE: “Rarely does
one read a book expressing such personal enthusiasm
and technical knowledge as that written by Mr. Jenkins.”
DOYLESTOWN INTELLIGENCER RECORD: “This book, potentially
tedious reading, is instead a delight. Full of history, lore,
and useful advice, Jenkins has written a fascinating book,
spiced it with humor and warmed it with his own passion
for the subject.”
Lancaster Farming: "If you could earn a doctorate in slate
roof, this is probably the only book you'd need."
Reader: “I cannot say enough good things about this book
— it is the best money I have spent on a non-fiction book
in a long time.”

HOW TO GET A COPY (MAKES A GREAT GIFT!)
Order copies online at slateroofwarehouse.com. Order 24/7
from our distributor, Chelsea Green Publishing, 1-800-639-4099,
or order a discounted copy online at Amazon.com.
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PENN BIG BED SLATE CO., I

NC.

MINERS & MANUFACTURERS SINCE 1934

Roofing Slate, Structural Slate, Sills, Treads, Risers,
Fireplace Facings, Floor Tile, Turkey Calls,
Craft Slate, Blackboards, etc.
WWW.PENNBIGBEDSLATE.COM
email: pennbbs@aol.com

MAILING ADDRESS:
P.O. Box 184
Slatington, PA 18080

OFFICE & QUARRY:
8450 Brown St.
Slatington, PA 18080

PHONE (610) 767-4601 • FAX (610) 767-9252

www.castlemetalproducts.com
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John Ball, internationally renowned, award-winning roofer from Northern Ireland, and son, Gary,
apparently do their fair share of charity work.
They took a trip to the Village of Hope Christian
Orphanage in the Middle Atlas Mountains of
Morocco, carrying along 1,250 slates to be used
as new siding on an orphanage building. They
were thoughtful enough to send us some photos
of their work, which we are using here with their
kind permission. The orphanage is located about
200 miles “northeast, then southeast” of
Casablanca by train and taxi. The unforeseen
difficulties that popped up during the project
included a lack of battens to nail the slates onto.
This problem was solved by locating ten pieces
of spruce planking at a town 12 miles away and
cutting it into “tolerable battens” using a “very
antiquated and dangerous looking bandsaw.”
John tells us that this area of Morocco is well off
the tourist track and little English is spoken. The
deeply Islamic people “showed no animosity
toward us and were always ready for a great
deal of handshaking, cheek kissing and ‘Salam
Aleecom’ (you are welcome) greeting.” Perhaps
if our armies invaded countries bearing roofing
slates rather than bombs, the world would be a
safer, drier and happier place. Y
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NAIL STRIPPERS - A smart, easy-to-use alternative
to nail aprons. Stop sticking your hand on the
pointed ends of nails. Made in Montana from
Stainless Steel. Tested with slate roofing nails.
$26.95 NAILSTRIPPER.COM 406 586 4727

HISTORICAL ROOF TILES
Largest stock in U.S.
• Our inventory dates to the late 1800s.
It includes new tile and tiles no longer
produced.
“Your Tile, Slate, and
Copper Roof
Specialists”

• We sell in all quantities and ship
throughout the U.S. and also purchase
salvaged materials
For a

FREE

brochure, write or call us today:

TILE ROOFS
9505 Corsair Road, Frankfort, IL 60423
(888) 708-TILE • fax: (708) 479-7865
www.tileroofs.com

slateroofcentral.com
America’s most popular slate roofing web site!
Nearly 4 million “hits” in 2004.
Tools, supplies, contractors, “how-to” information, public message board,
slate roofing organizations, books, publications, source lists and more.

EVENTS CALENDAR
BUILDING WITH SPIRIT!
A Regional Natural Building Colloquium June 25 - July 2,
2005 — Thunder Mountain Retreat Center, Bath, NY
Join us as we gather with the foremost builders, architects,
designers and cutting-edge presenters to explore new and traditional building systems through exciting workshops, demonstrations and seminars, including slate roof installation. Registration:
Adults $650 (18+), Youth $275 (5-17); $300 deposit due with
application. Visa/MC accepted.
Contact the PeaceWeavers at 607-776-4060
Email: pw@peaceweavers.com or www.peaceweavers.com

INTERNATIONAL PRESERVATION TRADES
WORKSHOPS — 2005

TIPS AND BEEFS
Tip: Here’s a great tip — send in your best slate roofing tip
to us at Traditional Roofing and win a prize! The best tip we
receive before the next TR issue goes to print will win a
Gilbert and Becker traditional slater’s hammer worth a
hundred bucks! Send your tip to Traditional Roofing, PO
Box 607, Grove City, PA 16127 or email it to us at editor@traditionalroofing.com.
Beef: Complain, complain, complain. Sometimes that’s
what we have to do. Take for example the information posted at roofingpeople.com about slate roofs: “Disadvantages
of slate roof systems: slate can be very heavy; very expensive; the colors are limited; requires frequent maintenance;
hard to walk on; relies on underlayment which usually fails
before the slate.” Almost all of this is simple repetition of
standard misconceptions about slate roofing. Of course
slate can be heavy — it’s stone. The thicker it is, the heavier it is. But at standard thickness, virtually any roof can be
covered with slate. Slate roofs are expensive? That
depends on how you look at it. They may be more expensive than cheap roofs to install initially, but they last so long
that the cost is spread out over a century or two, making
them arguably the least expensive roof money can buy. The
colors are limited? What are you buying, shoes or a roof?
Requires frequent maintenance? Contractors work on old
slate roofs that no one has touched in thirty years. Then,
with a little maintenance, the roofs are good for additional
decades. In that thirty-year time, most other roofs have
been completely replaced — maybe twice. Hard to walk
on? They should be. The best slate roofs are too steep to
walk on. Slate roofs are not floors, are not meant to be
walked on and should not be walked on. Relies on underlayment? Fact is, slate roofs require no underlayment.
Ceramic tile roofs rely on underlayment — slate roofs do
not. You can read more about underlayment and about
Bigfoot walking on slate roofs in the article Top 10 Slate
Roof Installation Mistakes in this TR issue. Y

Belmont Tech. College, St. Clairsville OH, Oct. 7-9, 2005
Includes slate roofing and related trades workshops. Contact the
Preservation Trades Network, P.O. Box 10236, Rockville, MD
20849-0236; Ph: 301-315-8345; Web: PTN.org; Email:
info@ptn.org.

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION FOR THE ROOFING
TRADE 53RD CONGRESS AND EXHIBITION
* World Championship for Roof Building *

Capetown International Convention Center
Capetown, South Africa • November 15-19, 2005
Contact Natalie Smit at SBS Conferences; Tel: + 27 21 914
2888; Fax: +27 21 914 2890; E-mail: Natalie@sbs.co.za
www.sbs.co.za/ifd2005/
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NATIONAL SLATE ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 172, Poultney, Vermont 05764
Phone Toll Free: (866) 256-2111; Fax: (802) 287-5720
Dedicated to promoting excellence in slate roofing practices
through the development and dissemination of technical information, standards and educational resources on the materials
and methods used in the manufacture, design and construction
of slate roofs and associated flashing systems.

Join: Full Member: $350.00/year; Affiliate Member:
$250.00/year; Associate Member: $100.00/year

Joseph Jenkins, Inc., 143 Forest Lane, Grove City, PA 16127 USA (866) 641-7141 www.traditionalroofing.com

DIRECTORY OF SLATE ROOFING CONTRACTORS
Alluvium Construction, 200 Lake Shore Drive, Marlton, NJ 08053; Ph:
856-767-2700; Fax: 856-768-7766; www.historicroofs.com;
www.steeplerepair.com
Scottie Ballantyne Roofing, Inc., 2305 Executive Dr., Garland, TX
75041; Ph: 972-279-8857; Cell: 972-877-7994; Fax: 972-271-8927
Bill Davis Roofing, LC, PO Box 14952, Lenexa, KS 66285; Ph: 913764-4449
Durable Slate Company, 1050 N. Fourth Street, Columbus, OH 43201;
Ph: 800-666-7445; Cell phone: 614-205-8756; Fax: 614-299-6885;
www.durableslate.com
GS Restoration Services; Spencer Powers; Office phone: 1-800-3990577; Fax:315-776-8749; Address: PO Box 501 (9021 Oakland Rd.,)
Port Byron, New York 13140
Heritage Roofing, Inc., PO Box D-3, Shady Grove, PA 17256; Contact:
Daylon Query; Ph: 717-597-0888; Cell: 717-377-7676; Fax: 717-5972199; web: heritageroofinginc.com
J. B. and Co. Roofing, PO Box 520, 1480 S. County Road 594, Tiffin,
Ohio 44883; Contact: Jim Braley. Ph: 419-447-1716; Fax: 419-448-4400
Joseph Jenkins, Inc., 324 Old Beech Road, Grove City PA 16127; Ph:
814-786-9085; Fax: 814-786-8209; Web: joseph-jenkins.com
C.D. Kaller, Inc., 422 Davisville Rd., Willow Grove, PA 19090; Ph: 215659-3000; Fax: 215-659-5565; Web: kallercontractor.com
Leeland's Slate Roof Repair, P.O. Box 250, Lititz PA 17543; Ph: 717627-4884; Fax: 717-721-3511; www.leelands.com
Miller-Thomas-Gyekis, Inc., 3341 Stafford Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15204;
Ph: 412-331-4610; Fax: 412-331-8871; Contact Person: Daniel Mester
Milligan Construction, Rake Factory Road, Box 116, Passumpsic,
Vermont 05861; phone: 802-535-5634
Mountain State Slate Roofing (Robert B Ruddy); Rt. 1 Box 77C, New
Milton, West Virginia 26411; Ph: 304-873-3569; WV Contractors# 029863
Perlino Slate Roof Repair, Umberto Perlino, 365 Mill Road, Grove City,
PA 16127; Ph: 814-786-9142; Cell: 724-967-3610
Smith Slate Roof Restoration, Contact: Barry Smith, 20 Murray St.,
Union City PA 16438; Ph: 814-438-2717
Stevens Roofing Corp., Contact: Tom Jones; 818 West 39th Street,
Norfolk, VA 23508; Ph: 757-489-8791; Fax: 757-489-8649
The R. W. Stokes Company Contact: Ron Stokes, 645 Spalding Drive,
Atlanta, GA 30328; Ph: 404-250-1571; Fax: 404-250-1572;
www.rwstokes.com
Woody Testerman, PO Box 478, Abingdon, MD 21009; Ph: 410-5383620; Fax: 410-538-6340
The Twelfth Century Slate Roofing Co., 10 Spring Valley Rd.,
Burlington, MA 01803; Ph: 617-666-3888
Vermont Recycled Slate and Roofing, Inc., PO Box 71, Fair Haven,
VT 05743; Ph: 802-265-4506; Fax: 802-265-4649

TRADITIONAL ROOFING
Copyright © 2005 by Joseph Jenkins, Inc,; All Rights Reserved.
Design/Layout: Joe Jenkins and Leo Glenn
Portions of this publication may be reproduced subject to the following conditions:
1. The information must not be changed or altered; 2. Joseph Jenkins, Inc. is
credited as the source; 3. The reproduction is not done for profit without express
written permission from the publisher.

TR is an advertiser supported newsletter distributed free to homeowners, archi-

tects, historical and preservation societies and traditional roofing industry professionals across the United States and Canada. Letters and submissions are welcome. Please direct all correspondence to:
Editor/Traditional Roofing, P.O. Box 607, Grove City, PA 16127 USA
Toll Free: (866) 641-7141; Fax: (814) 786-8209;
email: editor@traditionalroofing.com; Visit our web sites at
TRADITIONALROOFING.COM and SLATEROOFCENTRAL.COM
Contact us for ad deadlines and rate information.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION!!
We’re updating our mailing list and we want to hear from you. If you
would like to continue receiving Traditional Roofing Magazine, please
notify us via phone (866-641-7141), email (editor@traditionalroofing.com), or by mail. (This does not apply to SRCA members.)

SLATE ROOFING
CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION
OF NORTH AMERICA

he Slate Roofing Contractors
Association (SRCA), an
organization by and for slate
roofing contractors, is now up and running as of March 1, 2005! North slateroofers.org
American slate roofing contractors have
never before had an organization of their own despite over
a century and a half of slate roofing in the U.S. The SRCA
will provide an opportunity for slaters to pool their talents for
the purposes of documenting traditional slate roof installation standards, developing training programs, enhancing
professionalism and gaining respect for the trade.
MEMBERSHIP: is divided into four categories:
1) Supporting Member: ($100/yr) — open to anyone
2) Affiliate Member: ($200/yr) — open to slate roofing
industry affiliates such as slate quarriers, consultants, architects, slate brokers, tool manufacturers, etc.
3) Roofing Contractor Member: ($300/yr) — open to
roofing contractors who do less than 75% of their roofing
contracts in slate
4) Slate Roofing Contractor Member: ($400/yr) —
roofing contractors who specialize in slate, do at least 75%
of their roof contracts in slate and have at least 5 years continuous experience in slate roofing. Contractor Member
benefits include listings on the Contractor Directories at the
popular website slateroofcentral.com as well as at
slateroofers.org; listings in the Traditional Roofing
Magazine Contractor Directory (see at left); access to the
members only forum at slateroofers.org; and information
about events, conferences, projects for bid and other important issues that will not be available to the general public.
UNINCORPORATED ASSOCIATION: The SRCA is
registered in the state of Pennsylvania as an unincorporated association, currently shepherded by Joseph Jenkins,
Inc. and funded by membership dues. SRCA members will
meet at an annual conference to exchange information,
techniques, skills, gripes, ideas, and visions for the future.
The SRCA could eventually develop into, or create, a nonprofit trade association for slate roofing contractors. The
SRCA expects to develop a North American Slate Roofers
Guild with members drawn from its top tier of membership.
CONTRACTOR PROFILE: All contractors who are
SRCA members are listed on the Contractor Directories
mentioned above with a personal Contractor Profile. This
Profile allows the public access to detailed information
about the contractor that will help determine whether the
contractor is the right one for a slate roofing project.
For more information, or to join, go to slateroofers.org
(the membership fee can be paid online) or call us toll free
at 866-641-7141 and we will send you a membership invitation and application. Or download the membership documents at slateroofers.org. Y

T
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SLATING CONICAL ROOFS
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5)

The middle photo at right shows the small turret in
Pennsylvania as the slate is starting to be applied. The wooden
cant strip has been attached to the roof sheathing in 10” lengths.
The bottom photo at right shows how a chalk box and line are
being used as a trimming guide in order to cut the proper angle on
the sides of the slates. The string is moved around the turret as
the slates are installed. Every slate must be trimmed in this manner. A GT Professional hand-operated slate cutter was used for
this purpose. Nail holes were punched as needed using a slate
hammer. The holes were punched in the slate prior to trimming the
edges. All hole punching and cutting was done from the back of
the slate. The top and middle photos on p. 5 show the work in
progress and the bottom photo on page 5 shows the finished turret prior to the installation of the ridge.
The fact that every slate must be trimmed at an angle on
a small turret such as this indicates that more time and fiddling
around are necessary to get the job done right. Contractors must
allow for this when bidding a job of this nature. In the end, however, such a slated turret can last well over a century, impressing
people with its beauty and character, as the Oberlin Gasholder
Building has proven. [Author’s note: The Gasholder slate roof was
installed in 1889 without any felt underlayment.] Y

P.O. Box 10236, Rockville, MD 20849-0236; Ph:
301-315-8345; Web: PTN.org; Email: info@ptn.org.
Membership fee is $60.00 for individuals, $25.00 for
students and $300.00 for corporations.
Join the PTN today and show your support for
the preservation trades!

Photo by Joe Jenkins

PRESERVATION • TRADES • NETWORK
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The lower turret (page 1) is on a new Vermont mottled green
and purple roof in western Pennsylvania installed by the author.
More on this later.
Mr. O’Hare has been involved in about 12 round turrets in the
20 years he’s been in the trade. He explains, “Once the turret is
felted and assuming the turret rises to a point, insert a large sixinch nail or similar at the very top of the point, then hook a string
line onto the nail.”
O’Hare has a unique method for aligning the slates as they
curve around the roof. First, he lays the slates onto a straight
board on the ground or scaffolding. A strip of wood can be nailed
onto the bottom edge of the board to act as a stop for the slates,
which are then laid side by side on the board so that the bottoms
of the slates are tight against the wood strip. Lay as many slates,
face up, as the board will allow (maybe 10). Mark your slates at
either end of the board and snap a line across the exposed surface of the slates to mark the bottom of the overlying course. “You
are now ready to start slating the turret.”
O’Hare explains, “The bottom course of slates is the most
important as this has to be even round the turret. If this course isn't
level, then the rest of the courses won't be level. There are many
ways to ensure the slates are getting the correct overhang.” One
way is to use a tape measure and check the overhang on the
starter course as you nail it around the bottom edge of the turret.
O’Hare has done it enough times that he can simply use his finger
as a measure. The author prefers a 1.5” slate overhang. Others
may prefer a 2” overhang.
Instead of a cant strip under the starter slates, O’Hare finds
that the carpenters in Scotland typically build the fascia board in
such a manner that it acts as a cant, lifting the starter slates
enough to give them the angle they need to lay properly. If a cant
strip is used, it must be installed in short lengths. Such short
pieces may need to be drilled and then screwed into place to prevent splitting of the wood. For 10” wide slates used as the first
course on the bottom of a rounded turret, 10” long cant strips will
do nicely as will 10” wide starter slates. For example, the rounded
turret shown at left is slated with 10” x 20” slates, which have an 8
1/2” exposure. Therefore, the starter slates are 10” wide and 12”
high, thereby creating a 3 1/2” headlap at the bottom of the turret.
The starter slates are staggered so that the side joint on the first
course of slates above the starter course falls right in the center of
the starter slate. The remaining slates on the turret are all cut from
10”x20” stock.
What about the nail at the top center of the turret? This is
used as an anchor for a string that hangs down over the turret roof
as a slate-trimming guide. You can use a simple chalk line for this
purpose — hook the end of the string over the nail and let the
chalk box hang down over the eave of the turret. O’Hare explains,
“Once you have positioned the first slate onto the roof, this is
where the string line comes in. Hold the line at either [bottom] corner of the slate and mark the angle at which to cut the slate. It is
important to try and maintain half bond [half side-lap] on the slates,
but it isn't always possible. Concentrate on keeping the slates
going round the turret even. I nail all slates three times — one at
the head of the slate and two at either side. As I progress up the
turret and the slates get narrower, I notch either side of the slate
with my slate knife and [nail] the side nails into the notches. Use
the string line as a guide to achieve a correct angle. We always
cut the bed (rear) of the slates with a slate knife. Every slate has
to be cut so that the slates go round the turret.”

(CONTINUED

ON PAGE
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TOP 10

M I S T A K ES
When Installing New Slate Roofs
by Joseph Jenkins
s a slate roof consultant, I travel around the country
looking at slate roofs, both old and new. Some are
ancient and just need inspected and evaluated; others are brand new — and leak. I am currently involved in
five slate roof litigation cases as an expert witness — all
residential structures with roof work ranging in cost from
$20,000 to $350,000. I see the same mistakes over and
over on new slate roofs, and they’re hurting the long-term
prospects of the American slate roofing industry. Here are
the top ten mistakes, in no particular order.

A

1. Lack of information: The contractors (and homeowners) have not done their homework. The contractor blindly
bullies ahead with the job without making any effort whatsoever to do any research. A simple search on the internet
can yield a wealth of information about slate roofs, sources
of correct tools, materials, supplies and installation techniques.
2. All slate is not the same: You wouldn’t buy a car without looking at different models and checking their track
record — and cars only last ten years and are cheaper than
slate roofs! A slate roof is an investment in the future of your
building. It will reasonably last 150 years if constructed correctly. There are many different types of slate with differing
characteristics and longevities. Why buy a foreign slate with
no track record? Do the research.
3. The contract documents are deficient: Every detail
about the slate roof installation should be included in the
contract documents — type, size and origin of the slate;
type, length and gauge of the nails; type and installation
style of underlayment; type and size of cant strip; headlap;
flashing specifications; number of squares to be installed;
slate installation style, and many other details. A basic contract (“Sample Slate Roof Installation Proposal”) is posted
at slateroofcentral.com. Look under “Articles and
Information.”
4. Lack of headlap: This fundamental detail of any successful slate roof installation is hard to overlook, but it is
ignored by some roofing contractors. Lack of adequate
headlap spells disaster for a slate roof. I have seen new
roofs with inadequate headlap (i.e. less than 2”), no headlap at all, and even negative headlap. Do your homework,
contractors, or stay away from slate roof jobs.
5. Bad flashing work: There are two things that keep water
from penetrating a slate roof: the slates and the flashings.
Not only must the flashing metal be of adequate type and
gauge, but it must be installed correctly. This is not rocket
science, but it does require some training and/or experience in order to be done correctly and to be leakproof.
6 Traditional Roofing • Spring 2005

6. No consultant was used on the job: As a consultant, I
am called on after the work has been completed and the
roof has failed — this is a mistake. Professional advice
should be obtained before the roof is installed and even
before the structure is built, if possible. However, not all
slate roof installations require a consultant. Homeowners
can educate themselves for very little money by simply
reading a copy of The Slate Roof Bible, reading past
Traditional Roofing articles online at traditionalroofing.com,
and asking questions on the message board at slateroofcentral.com.
7. Contractors walking on the slate: This is one of the
worst problems with new slate roof installations. Roof slate
is not to be walked on — period. It is not a floor that is being
installed — it is a roof. The roof must be properly staged so
the roofers are working off roof ladders and roof scaffolds.
If the contractors are walking all over the slate roof during
installation, it’s because they don’t know what the hell
they’re doing and the property owner will have many
headaches later when the slates start falling off. This is a
guarantee. Good slaters knows how to install slate, and
they won’t walk on a slate roof unless it’s a last resort in an
unusual circumstance.

There is an old joke that says, “How can
you tell if a lawyer is lying? Answer:
See if his lips are moving.”
Unfortunately, many roofing contractors also dwell at this ethical level of
social strata...
8. Poor sheathing materials: The roof decking must last
as long as the slate. A good roof deck should last the life of
two slate roofs, or about 200 to 300 years. In any case, a
roof decking material under slate must have a known
longevity of at least 150 years. Materials that have been
tried and proven for this purpose include lumber boards and
battens from 3/4” to 1.5” thick rough-sawn, planed or
tongue-in-grooved from a variety of species of wood.
Plywood, laminated woods and particle boards are substandard roof decking materials for slate roofs and should
be avoided. Yes, you can install slate on laminated or glued
decking materials, but a compromise on longevity is likely
(CONTINUED
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to be the result. If a slate roof is to be built to last, the roof
deck should be solid boards, not glued sheets of wood.
9. Emphasis on underlayment: This is a a red herring. If
a slate roof leaks, it’s because it was installed improperly,
not because of underlayment or lack of it. Properly installed
slate roofs need no underlayment. The main purpose of the
underlayment is to keep the water out of the building until
the slate and flashings are installed. After that, if you could
magically yank the underlayment out from under the slate,
it wouldn’t make a bit of difference in the functioning capabilities of the roof. Secondary purposes for underlayment
include providing a good surface for chalk lines during
installation, providing a minimal layer of insulation, and providing a cushion for when the slates are being slapped
down during installation.
Barn slate roofs in the United States — and there
were thousands and still are quite a few, mostly a century
old or older — were installed without any underlayment
whatsoever. This is true for some institutional buildings as
well. Most of the older homes in the U.S. were installed with
a standard single layer of 30 lb felt under the slate roofs.
These homes are so old now that the felt has deteriorated
to dust, but the roofs are fine. If the slates and flashings are
intact, the roof will not leak, underlayment or no underlayment, even in a sustained driving rain. This is a proven fact,
not a theory.
If a contractor or architect is insisting upon a
beefed-up underlayment under a new slate roof installation,
it means they believe the new roof will leak and that the
underlayment will delay the entry of the water into the building. This is flawed logic and reveals a gross misunderstanding of slate roofs. Architects sometimes confuse slate
roofs with ceramic tile roofs. Although tile roofs may require
a substantial underlayment, slate roofs, properly installed,
do not.
Underlayment does, however, provide a margin of
waterproofing in the event a slate roof is damaged by wind,
tree-fall, or other unusual circumstance. An acceptable
slate roof installation today still typically utilizes a single
layer of 30 lb. felt underlayment, doubled (half-lapped)
when the need for a heavier underlayment is required (such
as when a roof must be left exposed for a period of time
before the slates are installed).
What about ice-damming? Increase the slate headlap along the eaves to prevent ice-damming, but do not rely
on what’s underneath the slate to keep the roof from leaking. If the slate and flashings are installed correctly, the roof
will not leak. That is the beauty of a stone roof.
10. Inexperienced roofing contractors: There is an old
joke that says, “How can you tell if a lawyer is lying?
Answer: See if his lips are moving.” Unfortunately, many
roofing contractors also dwell at this ethical level of social
strata — somewhere between cretin and ex-convict. It is an
unfortunate fact that many contractors cannot be trusted to
give sound and honest advice or information. Some are
pathological liars, others are inept, unintelligent, ignorant,

6)

naive or just crusty old drunks. But, boy some of them can
talk a smooth line. This issue is exacerbated by property
owners who don’t get competing bids before initiating a
contract; who don’t educate themselves about the nature of
the work prior to hiring a contractor; and who don’t insist
upon a detailed, coherent and comprehensive contract document. One major effort that is being made today to try to
screen contractors for slate roofing purposes is the Slate
Roofing Contractors Association of North America, initiated
on March 1, 2005. It lists contractor members on two websites: slateroofers.org and slateroofcentral.com. Included
with the listing is a Contractor Profile which reveals details
about the contracting firm that the average consumer would
want to know. There is more information about the SRCA on
page 17 of this issue of Traditional Roofing.
Bad slate roof installations are seriously harming
the slate roofing industry. One university administrator told
me he had slate roofs installed on his dormitories because
he wanted “the best roofs money could buy.” Then, after
five large slate roofs had been installed on his campus by
the same roofing contractor, it was discovered they had
been installed with only 1.5” headlap, or none at all. The
discovery of this gross deficiency left the administrator
stunned, shocked and disgusted. He never wanted to look
at another slate roof again. Who can blame him? Y

Partners
by Thomas Edmond Raboin

While putting tools to rest
In trailing light of day
I visualized the many monuments
That we’ve created along the way
That will live as our memorial
When we have turned to dust.
Certain of my tools
Have formed with me a bond
Their shining faces glisten
From work we carry on.
Somewhat worn, functional still
Forming a part of my iron will.
To l e a v e m y m a r k u p o n t h e l a n d
Is something I must do
Before I rest my weary head
And bid this world adieu.
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I am having my roof installed next week. I ordered the slate
myself and ordered random width. Is there anything special
the roofer should know regarding installation of random
width vs uniform?
TRADITIONAL ROOFING: Random width slates are not hard to
install. The slater has to keep an eye on the sidelaps, but
that's about the only additional thing. The guy bringing the
slates up to the roof has to make sure he's blending the
widths according to the proportions available. For example,
if you have 20% 8" wide, 40% 10" wide and 40% 12" wide,
then he should bring up two 10" and two 12" for every one
8" slate. Other than that, there's not much else to it.
****
My roof was constructed at an 18 degree pitch with
38x38mm battens covered with underlayment and the slate
tiles nailed to the battens. It's leaking so badly that there is
sagging of the battens. Please correct me if I'm wrong but
what I would like to do is, 1) Remove tiles, underlayment
and battens; 2) Apply new battens nailed directly to roof
trusses; 3) Apply slates tiles to battens with copper nails.
Please advise if the above exercise will work, if not please
can you suggest an alternative!

back of the slate broken out, i.e. the holes have clean
edges (not beveled) on the impact side of the slate (the side
facing the sky). Holes in slate originating from inside the
building (from gunshots, for example), would have the
beveled edges showing on the outside of the slate. Yes,
nails will push against the underside of the slate and sometimes wear a hole in the slate. In this case, the beveled
edges also show on the top (outside) of the slate. This phenomenon happens when the slate underneath was "undernailed," (the nail was not driven down far enough), or when
the nail was driven into a knot in the wood (for example)
and the nail was then forced back out a little as the wood
dried. It's unlikely that the nail stress would have "popped"
or broken the slate. Typically, the nail simply wears a clean
hole in the slate, as shown in The Slate Roof Bible, 2nd Edition, page 220 (which is a drawing made from a photograph). Below is a photo of hail damage on a 75-year-old
mixed-color Vermont slate roof which suffered massive hail
impact a few years ago. Notice how beat up the metal vent
is, but of all the slates around it, only one slate was perforated by the hail. This is what one typically sees when a
slate roof is hail damaged — spotty damage to the slate
here and there that can be repaired by simply replacing the
damaged slates. The bigger issue is whether the flashings
need to be replaced. If so, this can usually be done without
removing and replacing the entire roof. Y

TRADITIONAL ROOFING: Minimum slope for slate roofs is 4:12.
(around 18 degrees). You must have 4" of headlap on the
slate at that slope, or more. If you re-lay the slate with the
proper headlap and don't allow anyone to walk on it during
installation or after, you should be OK. Replacing the battens with boards will help (you can use 1" rough sawn lumber or 3/4" planed, kiln-dried lumber — either will work fine).
30 lb felt paper over the boards and under the slate, half
lapped (i.e. two layers), would also be a good idea at this
low slope.

Photo by Joe Jenkins

****
I am a professional engineer called upon to determine
whether or not a hailstorm caused damage to a slate roof. I
should note that it appears to me (from your guidance in
"How To Identify Your Slate" at slateroofcentral.com) that
the roof is a blend of Vermont greens and gray with a little
New York red mixed in. I found a broken piece of slate on
the ground (approximately 4" long along the bottom edge
by 3" irregular) that has a distinct circular (3/8" diameter)
rusty deposit on the underside within 1/2" of the lower edge.
Can it be that the nails have pushed out, similar to nail pops
in drywall, to cause enough stress to fracture the slate?
TRADITIONAL ROOFING: Vermont slate is pretty resistant to
hail damage. Hail damage is indicated by holes with the

Visit

slateroofwarehouse.com
America’s most popular slate roofing web site!

for all your
slate roofing
needs
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I need to find some method to reliably penetrate a slate roof
with a vent flashing.
TRADITIONAL ROOFING: First, find the exact spot on the
underside of the roof in the attic and drive a 16-penny nail
through the roof, right through the slate, from inside out.
Then go on top (use a hook ladder, if needed) and find the
nail. Push the nail down and then pull the slates off the
immediate area, using a slate ripper, until the wood roof
deck is revealed. Pull off enough slates to make the job
easy — they're easy to pull off and to put back (you may
need to remove 6-10 slates depending on the size of the
slates, maybe more). Cut the hole in the wood just big
enough to allow the pipe through — use a hand-held hole
saw or a cordless circular saw. Insert the pipe through the
roof from inside. Begin to nail the slates back down from the
bottom course up, cutting them with a slate cutter to fit
around the pipe. If there is a hole needed only in the center
of a slate, draw a circle with a nail on the back of the slate,
then punch along the line with the pointed end of a slate
hammer to perforate the line, then break out the hole. If you
need extra nail holes to nail a slate back into place (such as
two nail holes on one side of a slate) punch the extra nail
hole above the existing hole with the slate hammer. Fit the
pipe flashing over the pipe before the top courses of slate
are installed so the slates will overlap the flashing properly,
then trim the top slates to fit around the flashing as you nail
them into place. The very top row of slates can be installed
with either slate hooks or bibs and nails. The pipe flashing
can be a standard aluminum/neoprene or copper/neoprene
flashing or a custom made lead or copper flashing (avoid all
plastic or all rubber flashings). Lead pipe flashing fabrication is illustrated in the second edition of The Slate Roof
Bible. The tools, the book and the copper/neoprene flashings are available at slateroofcentral.com or by calling the
phone number at the bottom of this page.
****
I am an architect building my own home using a slate roof.
Virtually every roof detail I can find on slate roofs is for
unvented roofs. The Slate Roof Bible as well as the documents linked by the Jenkins web site make numerous references to slate over rough sawn lumber as a "breathable
roof." It seems reasonable to me that water vapor is not
going to get trapped underneath a traditionally framed slate
roof. Is this presumption correct? Can you provide appropriate references regarding the appropriate venting of a traditionally framed slate roof system? Is it going to need ridge
vents, soffit vents, or an air cavity between the roof deck
and the insulation?
TRADITIONAL ROOFING: The issue of traditional slate roofs
being “breathable” roofs lies in the fact that such roofs are
typically installed on board decks. Each board has an air
space between it and the next board. That space may be
1/8” to 6”, depending on the installation method used. A

stone roofing system nailed over a board deck allows some
air penetration through the roof, but not water penetration.
It is water-tight, but not air-tight. Thirty pound felt underlayment initially acts as an impediment to air flow, but does not
block it completely. This is why century-old slate roofs with
no specific roof ventilation system, insulated or not insulated, function quite well, provided that standard principles of
insulating are followed (i.e. warm air is not allowed to contact cold surfaces). Contrast this to plywood roof decks covered by self-adhering asphalt roll-roofing and self-sealing
asphalt shingles. There is little opportunity for air to breathe
through this sort of roof system, hence, roof ventilation systems are imperative.
Generally, you should leave an air space between
roof insulation and the roof sheathing (assuming the insulation is installed between the rafters) to allow for air flow
through that air space so the space maintains the same
temperature as the outside air. In addition, you should
install a vapor barrier interior to the insulation in cold climates to prevent moist, warm air from coming in contact
with a cold outer surface such as the underside of your roof
decking. Condensation inside roofs is caused by warm,
moist interior air infiltrating to the underside of the cold roof
sheathing. This is prevented by the aforementioned vapor
barrier, proper insulation, and proper ventilation of the roof
space. Ventilation is most often achieved by gable-end
vents or low-profile roof vents, but can also be achieved by
ridge vents when there is no gable wall available. There is
information illustrating the installation of vented slate ridges
at slateroofcentral.com (click on “How to Install a Slate
Roof,” then look for the next link). It should be pointed out
that there are many thousands of century-old slate roofs in
the U.S. that never had any ventilation system incorporated
into their design, and that these roofs are still functioning
quite well today — after a hundred years. This seems like a
rather strong testimonial on behalf of traditional roofing
methods and materials, i.e. board roof decks, 30 lb felt, and
stone roof coverings.
****
I am curious to know if you would consider it a good or bad
practice of setting all hips and ridges in a solid coating of a
high quality flashing cement.
TRADITIONAL ROOFING: Bad. Frankly, the setting of slates in
roof cement creates a long-term problem related to maintenance and restoration. One unique quality of a slate roof is
that it lasts so long, and one reason it lasts so long is
because it can be taken apart and put back together — in
other words, maintained and restored. When the slates are
glued to the roof, or to each other, they cannot be removed
without damaging the roof. Every time the slate roof
mechanics at Joseph Jenkins, Inc. run into a roof where
slates have been glued down with roof cement, they begin
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uttering a long series of profanities that usually lasts until
the repair work has been completed. The better approach
to the issue of hips and ridges opening up over the years is
to install step flashings under the hip and/or ridge slates.
This is a permanent, effective solution that allows the roof
to be easily repaired or maintained years later when, for
example, a tree branch falls on it. In short, we discourage
the use of roof cement or other adhesives under slates anywhere on the roof except in unusual situations, such as: 1)
exposed gable edges subject to wind damage, and 2) small
pieces of slate that require a little extra holding power,
which could be a narrow piece on a gable end, a small
piece on a tower hip, etc. Routinely using roof cement
under slates is a mistake. You can see an example of a
slate ridge being installed with copper step flashing at
slateroofcentral.com (click on “How to Install a Slate Roof,”
then follow the links to slate hips and ridges).
****
My concern is the prices of new slate, which, by my opinion, as with many other contractors, is quite expensive.
TRADITIONAL ROOFING: When the price of the material is
compared with the expected life of the material, and other
considerations are included such as aesthetics, natural vs
toxic, etc., then it can easily be argued that slate is not as
expensive as the "cheap" stuff (which is short-lived and has
to be regularly replaced at increasing cost, creates toxic
waste upon disposal, produces environmental toxins during
production, looks ugly over its lifetime, etc.). When one considers that almost all average houses in the northeast U.S.
had slate roofs on them at one time, back when people
were frugal and living by modest means, then one might
ask what has changed today. At that time, people bought
slate for their roofs without question because they wanted
good, beautiful, long-lasting roofs. Now, slate roofs are considered by some to be too expensive. The difference is 1)
people today can buy very cheap roofing materials, and 2)
people generally don't live in the same house very long and
therefore don't care whether the roof will last a long time. I
don't think the solution is to try to produce cheaper slates. I
think the solution is to market slate roofs to those people
who value quality and are willing to pay for it. Remember,
you get what you pay for.
****
I am in the midst of restoring an 1860s home complete with
a slate roof. Unfortunately, the original box gutters were torn
out and replaced with plywood and asphalt shingles. I
would like to go back to the original design and would
appreciate any information you can give me.
TRADITIONAL ROOFING: There are copper sheet metal
sources in The Slate Roof Bible, 2nd Edition. There is also
some information in the book about replacing box gutters,

including drip edge detail and installation sequence.
Slateroofcentral.com has illustrated information about both
replacing box gutters as well as installing a copper snow
apron over an area that had once been box gutters but was
replaced with plywood and asphalt shingles, like your situation. Go to “How to Install A Slate Roof” and follow the
links. Remember, when installing box gutters, expansion
joints are required every 30 feet or so. If you are installing
expansion joints, end one gutter at a high point and butt the
end against the end of the next gutter section (leave an inch
or so space), then place a copper cover over the gap. That
allows the gutter to expand and contract. This is also illustrated at slateroofcentral.com.
****
Can you tell me what would be the best nail to use for natural slate roofing?
TRADITIONAL ROOFING: Copper nails will outlast galvanized
nails and stainless steel nails will outlast both. If the slates
are new, you should use either copper or stainless. If the
slates are salvaged and not expected to last more than 50
more years, hot-dipped galvanized nails will do. Stainless
nails are stronger than copper and may work better on
some old, hard oak or yellow pine roof decks. However,
stainless nails are also harder than copper nails to pull out
when repairing the roof. Copper and stainless steel roofing
nails are available from slateroofcentral.com or by calling
the phone number at the bottom of this page.
****
Can you tell me if it is customary to use or not use an aluminum drip edge on a slate roof?
TRADITIONAL ROOFING: Aluminum drip edges are not used on
slate roofs. They are designed to prevent asphalt shingles
from sagging over the edge of a roof. Slates don’t sag. In
fact, no metal drip edges were ever used on traditional slate
roofs — neither on the drip edge nor on the rake edge. The
practice of using metal edges on slate roofs is a recent one
that has been promoted by asphalt shinglers who typically
use plywood roof decks. Metal drip edges do not reflect traditional slate roofing techniques and can be avoided altogether by traditional slaters.
****
I have been told that one can judge the quality of a slate by
tapping it with a metallic object. The harder slates have a
ring, and softer slates sound duller. Is this an accurate test
of (1) the quality of the slate or (2) the useful life remaining
in a slate?
TRADITIONAL ROOFING: The answer to your question is complex. There are subtle nuances involved in determining the
quality of used slates. The ring is part of it, but many older
slates (100 years old) do not ring like new slate does. New
slates should always ring well, unless they're cracked. The
(CONTINUED
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best way to know if an older slate is any good is to know
what type it is, what approximate age it is, and then examine it visually for surface delamination and softness.
Punching a nail hole in the slate with a slate hammer or cutting it with a slate cutter will reveal the hardness or softness
of the slate, although an experienced slater can tell the
quality of a piece of slate by simply holding it and looking at
it. Even a reputable, old, hard slate with a degree of softness can last many decades re-nailed to a roof. Slates that
are notorious for not being reusable when old are some PA
black slates (while other PA black slates have quite high
degrees of longevity). Some Vermont sea green strains can
also become soft after 115 years, although most don't.
Generally, if it’s salvaged American slate and it looks like a
good, smooth piece of dense stone while holding it in your
hand, then it will most likely make a good roof.
****
About two years ago, I purchased an 80-year-old home with
a Vermont “sea green” slate roof. Last spring I noticed a
leak, and as I am not as young as I once was, I decided to
look for a contractor. To make a long story short, I was very
dissatisfied with the work this company performed. My
objective in writing this is two-fold: first to let you know the
working ethics of at least one of the companies you recommend on your web site, and second, any pressure you may
be able to exert on the roofing company on my behalf will
be greatly appreciated.
TRADITIONAL ROOFING: We do not recommend any roofing
contractors on our nationwide online Directory of Slate
Roofing Contractors. We once had a list compiled from voluntary submissions that were simply posted on our website
for the convenience of the public. There had never been
any charge to any contractor for inclusion on that Directory
and none of the contractors were screened in any way. We
posted a large, bold disclaimer to this effect right on the top
of the Directory.
That said, please be aware we have discontinued
our voluntary contractor directory at slateroofcentral.com.
Instead, we have replaced it with a Directory of Slate
Roofing Contractors Association members who pay a
fee to be included in the Directory and who fill out an extensive membership application revealing their level of experience and other important aspects of their contracting capabilities — information that is posted on the Directory as a
Contractor Profile. We are now only listing roofing contractors who are willing to be scrutinized, willing to abide by a
Code of Ethics, willing to allow their Contractor Profile to be
publicly displayed on the website, and willing to pay a fee
for this service. This has knocked out a lot of the dead wood
from the old, original Contractor Directory.
****
I hired a contractor to replace my copper valleys. Thanks to
your advice I told him I did not want him to slip the new val-

ley over the old valley which he mentioned was an option to
save money and time. While he was removing the slate, he
was breaking almost every piece. The next day, when I
came home from work, I noticed he had done three dormers in the same time it took him to do one the first day. I
climbed up on the hook ladder to check out the work and
discovered he had given me the VALLEY SLIP and he also
broke over 70 pieces of hard Vermont slate. I called him up
and told him to get his stuff and get off of the job. He said
he used the slip method only because he was breaking too
many slates. He told me that at this rate he would have
used up my remaining 150 pieces to do 75 feet of valley.
How many slates can I expect to replace because of breakage on an average hard Vermont thick slate roof that’s 90
years old when an experienced slate roofer is replacing valleys?
TRADITIONAL ROOFING: A hard Vermont slate roof should
experience little if any breakage when valleys are being
replaced. However, if the valleys are tarred, or if they have
been walked on over the years, breakage will increase.
Typically, a hard Vermont slate roof may have 5% breakage
along a valley, if that. Sometimes there’s no breakage at all.
Sounds like your contractor had no idea what he was doing.
He should have read The Slate Roof Bible (which has an
entire chapter on valleys and valley replacement) before he
dove into that project.
****
My roof expert says that New York has adopted national
codes and that self-adhesive asphalt ice shield on a pitched
roof is now code. Can you tell me if this is so?
TRADITIONAL ROOFING: You need to look at the code yourself
and see what it actually says. The International Building
Code of 2000 states that in areas where the average daily
temperature is 25 degrees Fahrenheit or less, a double
layer of felt cemented together or a layer of self-adhesive
ice shield are required at the eaves. However, traditional
slate roofs were never installed in this manner unless there
was a particular need for a heavy underlayment, meaning
an extraordinary expectation that the roof would leak. Ice
damming problems are often caused by a lack of insulation
in the roof of a heated building. The ice and snow melts
from the roof, then freezes at the unheated eaves causing
an ice build-up that can allow water to penetrate the roof at
the eaves, especially at weak points. It's much better in icedam prone climates to properly insulate the roof and to reinforce the eaves during the roof installation by increasing the
headlap there. Beefing up the underlayment is a temporary
waterproofing measure that will not last nearly as long as
the slate itself. It is unwise to rely on the underlayment to
keep a slate roof water-tight. A properly installed slate roof
requires no underlayment to be completely water-tight during its lifetime.
****
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PROJECT SPOTLIGHT

t’s not very often
anyone
has
an
opportunity to slate a
cathedral, but such a monumental
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
project was recently undertaken
by Midland Engineering of South
Bend, Indiana, on the Cathedral
of Saint Andrew in Little Rock,
Arkansas. The project was coordinated by Monsignor Scott
Marczuk who had correctly ascertained, with the aid of a roof consultant, that the original 120-yearold slate roof had reached the
end of its life and needed to be
replaced. The original slates were
about two thirds Pennsylvania
black, which were deteriorated
beyond repair, and one third
Vermont unfading green, which
were still quite sound despite
their age. When the original
slates were removed, many were
salvaged and used for fund-raising by the church to help pay for
the new roof. It is worth noting
that the original slate roof reportedly had no underlayment.
The Cathedral consists
of a main roof with transept and
parapets, plus a 220-foot octagonal spire, an attached rear chapel
and an attached rear dome totaling 245 squares. The slate was
originally installed in an intricate pattern of green slates over a black slate background — a pattern meticulously replicated by Midland
during the roof replacement.
The roofs had been slated in 1881 at a cost of $1,951.50, including labor and materials. Prices have gone up since then, and
so has the quality of flashings and nails. Although the original flashings were tin and copper, terne-coated stainless steel flashings were
used on the new slate roof in the valleys, box-gutters, ridges, chimney flashings and step flashings. Four-pound sheet lead was used for counter-flashing against the rough stone parapets.
Stainless steel slater’s nails were used on the main body of the cathedral in order to penetrate
the old yellow-pine sheathing more easily.
Master slater Lyle Bandurski (below, right) and project manager Steve Kurtz (above)
teamed up to construct a beautiful roof of Cwt-y-bugail Welsh slates blended with Vermont unfading green slates, both from
Hilltop Slate in Middle Granville,
NY. The project won the Historic
Preservation
Alliance
of
Outstanding
Arkansas’s
Craftsmanship Award, an annual award presented in Arkansas
for “outstanding achievement in
historic preservation.”
Midland Engineering can
be reached at 52369 US 33
North, South Bend, Indiana (ph:
574-272-0200) or at midlandengineering.com. Hilltop slate
can be reached at PO Box 201,
Rt. 22A, Middle Granville, NY
12849 (ph: 518-642-2270) or at
hilltopslate.com. Y
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